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Italy: Vibemac launches the new 4650EV RR belt loop setter

K

eeping the concept on
continuous improvement
at its core, Vibemac recently
introduced a new automat
for belt loop setting, the
4650 EV7 RR equipped with
new pneumatic control
system with an optional
3rd cylinder to increase
the traction during the
loading process and reduce
any movement of the loop
from the desired position,
keeping the promise of
providing automated sewing
solutions for manufacturing
denims jeans and trousers.
The presser foot is further
reinforced to reduce the
torque, providing more
grip and easier adjustment.

The improved presser foot
ensures accurate placement
of the loop without any
manual intervention.
The loop aligner device
for the machine has been
developed for the “3D” loop
but works perfectly with all
kinds of belt loops with no
time loss and guaranteed
loop aligning. The new loop
cutting device is designed
for a longer life of the knife
and is easier to change from
single to double cut. The
machine is further equipped
with a quicker and more
efficient wiper with easier
threading, and a re-designer
graphic panel.

The
improved
presser foot
ensures
accurate
placement
of the loop
without
any manual
intervention.
The new 4650 EV RR belt loop setter

The 4650 EV series is a
technological development
from the first loop setter
that was created by Vibemac
in 1980. While constantly
improving some important

features and adding some
new ones, Vibemac engineers
have developed the latest
model that offers an ideal
solution for chinos, sportswear,
casual and trousers in general.

USA: Optitex’s Version 12.2 increases
efficiency of fabric utilization in nesting
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he user-friendly 2D and
3D CAD and virtual
prototyping software solutions
provider for all cut-fabric and
fashion-related industries,
Optitex has released new
Version 12.2 in which a new
nesting solution (Nest ++ Pro)
deploys an improved algorithm
utilizing multi-core processing,
which increases the efficiency
of fabric usage during the
nesting process by up to 1%.

the new intuitive selection tool.
Pattern makers can now “walk”
on any size to establish balance
for perfect grading, while useful
interactive guidelines assist
during the drafting process.

Complementing the new
version is a dramatically
improved 3D visual
experience that employs
real-time high quality
rendering. Users can now
enjoy increased productivity
using new features such as
the interactive guidelines,
dynamic measurement charts
for efficient grading and style
updates, and improved “walk”
functionality. For complicated
styles, selecting pieces and
points has been simplified with

In addition to high-quality
rendering, 3D users can now
add realistic elements such as
zippers, buckles and other rigid
parts to their virtual samples.
3D files are now exportable in
FBX format to facilitate higher
fidelity data exchange within
the 3D application environment.
With the added Windows 8
support to Version 12.2, current
users will want to upgrade to
take advantage of all the new
and exciting features that cut
costs and time-to-market.

“Through continuous R&D
efforts, Optitex has introduced
Version 12.2 to exceed customer
demands to increase efficiency,
save costs and speed up timeto-market,” said Gil Almog, VP
Products and Technology.
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